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This invention relates to. a well capping 
device, and it is an object of the inventionto 

' provide an effective, improved device of thisl 
general character; . 

` In my copending application entitled Well 
caps, filed May 9, 1922, Serial No. 559,531, 1n 
which application the general‘ty e of Well 
cap herein set forth is fully desem ed and is 
claimed, I have referred to certain situatlons 
wherein it is desirable to quickly place a c'ap 
on'or remove it from a casing. During the 
ceinenting of a Well it is particularly' unde 

' sirable to remove the cap fromthe casing‘as 
this not only interferes with circulation 
but also allows air to get into the casing and 
interfere with the ceinenting"operation. 
The usual cementing processes require the 
insertion of one ¿or more devices into the cas` 
ing, during the cementing operation, thus 
ordinarily making it necessary _to remove the 
cap at a time or times when its removal 1s 

. detrimental. ' 

g It is an object of this invention to provide» 
an improved» construction for quick detach 
able well caps of the general character to 

_ which the above mentioned copending appli 

`the like, and means adapted to be operated 
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cation is'broadly directed. y t Y 
Another object of this invention is to pro 

vide a >Ydevice to be used in combination with 
a Well casing during the carrying out of a ce- „ 
menting process, or. the like, which .permits 
ofdevices or objects being .inserted into the 
well ‘casing _at any time during the carrying 

‘ out of the _process Without removal of the 
. device from the casing. ' ‘ ’ 

It is another object of my invention pro~ 
lvide packing means in connection with a 
well cap for making it 4tight on a casing, or 

by an elevator, or ̀ the like„ for actuating ‘the 
‘ packing. 

1 present invention will be best and more fully they, together, form a 'ringlike structure ~ i 
vunderstood from the 'following detailed de 
scription of atypical preferred form and-tap» 

î 

The various objects and features of: my 

plication thereo throughout which descrip- 
tion reference is'had to the ,accompanying 
drawings, in which: 

. Fig.' 1 is a fragmentary sectionalV view 
.showing my improved cap in_place Ona-'well 
casing, and 1n condition ready for' carrying 

’ 1 out a cement-ing process, or the like; 

« ' indicated by line 2--2 on Fig.v 1 
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Fig. 2 ̀ ‘s an 'enlarged plan section, taken as 

Fig.' 3 is an enlarged plan section, taken as 
indicated by line 3-3 ̀on Fig. 1; -‘ ‘  ' 

Il fis anenlarged plan` section, taken ` 
as indicated by line .4--4 on Fig. 1; 

of a portion of' Fig. 1;' and 4 ~ 
Fig. 6.is a se'ctlonalY vievvl taken‘as indi 

cated by line'6-6 on Fig. 5.  

Fig. 5 is an enlarged detail sectional view " 
ce 

Throughout the drawings, numeral 10 des- « 
ignatesfgenerally, a typical well casing,and 
numeral 11 designatesïa coupling mounted 
on the upper ¿endof the casing 10. ._ 
The device provided bym invention in 

cludes, generally, a cap ̀12, apted to be ar~. 
ranged over the coupling 11; means 13, for 
releasably securing. the cap in position in 
connection ̀ with the coupling 11; means ̀ 14, 
for packing the cap with the coupling 11; 
operating means 15, for the packln 14; a 
magazine 16, v4iii connection with t e ca ,» 
adapted to ~hold objects so'that the can e 
kdeliveredto the casing while the device is 
in position in connection with the casing and 
couplinggfand means 17, for dischar ing ob 
jects from the magazine‘structure into _the 
casing. a ¿ , - y , 

The cap ‘12 may be a cast member having a 
main or bcdyrpart 18 and an annular flange 

t part._19 which-projects fromm the main part v 
18,4 and is adapted lto receive the coupling 11. 

» The means provided «by the present inven 
tion for releasably securing the cap in con 
nection ̀ withY the coupling, includes gener 
al1y',’a yoke Y20, adapted to more or less 
.closely oreceive the casing 10; a gate 21, 
adapted tov close the yoke to retain the casing 
10 in it; and arms4 22, which connect the 
4structure formed by the> yoke'and gate with 
the cap. _The gate’2?1 is 
with one side 'of the yoke 20 by means of a 
suitable pivot pin 22", and is releasably 'con 
_neciged with the other side of the yoke 2O by 
a spring catch mechanism 23. The> oke and 
gate are designed and proportione so, that 

.which more or lessclosely embraces the> cas 
ing 10 when the gate closed. When a 

hold the gate 21 closed the mechanism ma 
.include a T latch 24 p_ivotally connected wit 

, one of the parts,"sayforiinstancethe ate 
21, by a pivot pin 25, and lugs 26 provided 
on the other part to cooperate with the head 
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pivotally connected , v 
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spring latch'nieehanisin'23 is employed to ' 

24a of thelatch; The head- 24a of the latch ‘ 
is 'screvv‘ threaded ontlie body 0f the latch vSo 
that it canY be set against the lugs 26 to set 
the mechanism' against'‘t'ieing> released. It is 

_ ldesirable to providel a27, or 
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in connection with theÍ latch 24toinormally 
» yieldingly hold it in- position to'cooperatc 
with the lugs 26, and to design and propor~ 
tion the various .parts of the mechanism so 
that it automatically operates to connect the 
gate and'yoke upon the gate being closed.v ' 

' In accordance with the preferred form >of 
my invention, there `are. two arms 22 ar 

\ ranged substantially diametrieally opposite 
10 each other with relation to the axis of the 

' device, and rigidly connect _with the sides 

15 

of the yoke 2()._ In practice the arms and 
the yoke can be advantageously cast or 
otherwise’formed' integrally, as I have illus 
trated in the drawings. The arms 22 extend 
upwardly from the sides of the yoke to the 
main part 18 of the cap, and are pi’votally 

` connected with the main part of the cap by 
suitable 'pi vot pins 31. I prefer to provide 
lugs 32 on the inner sides ot .the arms at their 

 upper ends concentric with the axis of the 
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pivot pins 31 so that they seat in suitable 
sockets 33 formed in the cap and operate' 
to relieve the pivot pin'31 of strain when the 
device is in operation. The arms'22 being 
connected with the capand related to the 
yoke in the manner just described, _and asl 
have clearly illustrated throughout the 
drawings, connect the yoke -with the cap so 
thatit can be conveniently swung out to 
clear the casing and coupling when the de 
vice. is being arranged on or removed from 
position in connection with the „casing and 
coupling.` Further, the gate 21 being pivot 
allyconnected with one side of the yoke, 
it is neeessaryto swing or manipulate only 
'one part to clear the casin when the gate 
is releasedf- Attention is av o called to the 
fact that the arms and yoke form a particub 
larly rigid, strong, construction, and that the 
yoke and gate form a - easing encircling 
structure which is particularly simple and 
strong, and which may be secured and re 
leasedby manipulation of a single member, 
in ‘thepresent case the latch device. 
The 'packing means 14:, which I have illus 

I. trated inthe drawings>l as typical of that 
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which may be employed incarrying out my 
invention, includes a body of packing28, ar 
ranged in a recess 29 which extends `up 
wardly in the ílan'ge part 19 of the cap, and 
a ring 30 slidablyr carried in the recess 29 
back Vof the body of packing, as I have clear-> 
ly illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5. When thel 
ring 30 is Íorced'or otherwise moved up 
wardly in the~ 'recessit expands the packing' 
28 between the flange portion of the cap 
andthe coupling-1150 thatv the cap and cou 
pling are tightly packed together.' ' 
The packing actuating means 15, inac 

A~cordance with my present invention, in' 
cludes plungers 34, carried by the'casing en-v 
circling strueture formed by thev yoke and 
ate so‘that their lower end portions 36 pro-v 

]ect below the structure formed by >theyoke 

ling 
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and gate and are movable to a position _' 
where they do not project .from said stru_c~ 
turc. , The plungers ̀ are slidably carried 1n 
suitable'openings 35 formed in. said struc- 
ture and, in the present case, 1n openings 
i’orlned in the yoke 2O preferably at or close 
to the points where the arms 22 connect with 
the side parts of' the yoke. The lower end 
portions 3G of the pluugers in projecting be-  
low the casing encircling' structure are 1n 
position> to be engaged by an elevator, or 
like device, that may be applied to the cas~ 
ing below the device7 so'that they are moved 
upwardly upon the elevator belng brought> 
up into engagement with the ring struc 
ture. 'l‘he .movement of the 'plungers is 
communicated tothe ring 30 of thc packing 
means by screw members 37 carried by the 
ring 30 so that th-eyproject downwardly 
and are -in line with the plungers when the 
device is in position on the casing and 
coupling.' The screw parts may, of course,A 
be adjusted to project various distances 
from the ring and thereby provide an ad« 
justment in the packing and packing actuat 

r lneans. Openings 38 'are formed 
through- the plungers 34,at the upper side 
of the ring structure, and wedges 39 are 

' provided so that they can be arranged' 1u 
the openings 38 to lock or secure the packing 
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in .an actuated position. Itwill be obvious, _ 
of course,- that the packing may be actuated 
or tightened at any time without the em 
ployment of an elevator, as I have above de 
scribed, by'driving or otherwise forcing the 
wedges through the openings 38. “Then the 
wedges 39 are in position holding the pack 
ing they can be very easily and quickly re 
-leased by driving them out >of the open 
ings 38. . l l _ 

.The magazine 16 includes a pluralityvot 
.sections or parts arranged in connection 
with the capV 12, preferably in connection~ 
with the main part 18 of the cap 12 and so 

' that they are concentric with-the casing and 
collar. The lower section/l0 of the maga 
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zine 16 is carried by the main part 18 of the Y 
cap so that. its lower end. portion 41 ex 
tends into- the upper en_d of> the coupling 11 
when the device ‘is in place on a casing and 
coupling. The lower section. 40 of the maga 
zine may be formed of a _piece'of casing, or 
the like, and, in the prcsentscase., is ,formed 
of a piece of casing of the -same diameter 
as the casing 10. However, the exterior of 
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12'0 
the lower end portion 41.01? the section 4() ‘ 
is turned down so that the section fits freely 
into the coupling 11 ' in the manner illus 
trated in Figs. land 5. The lower end por- 
tion 41 ot the section 40 in extending into 
vthe eouplmg covers the upper end of the 
coupling so that ̀ objects are delivered from 
the. magazine into the easing 10 without 
danger of being caught by the coupling. 
In the form of construction illustrated -in 

1-25 
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' _* form of-'constructi'o'n the V.section 50 is the _ 
uppermost’section and is, therefore, closed'. 

» _ by a suitable'cap 53.`_ The cap is'provided 

the drawings,'the section 40 _screw threads 
' ' into the main part of the vcap and‘extends 

' some little distance above the main> part of 
_thecap Í ' g 
5 The magazine 16;'wl'1icli I lhave chosen to 

illustrate inthe drawings, as a typical mag 
azine'structure, such as may be employed 1n  
carrying 'out my invention, is intended to 
carry upper and lower plugs or swabs 42 and 

Il0 43, respectively, and a stick or timber 44, 'be 
tween the 'swabs" The lower ‘section 40 is in 

' _tended to carry the lower swab 43 and means 
`:is provided' in connectionv4 with the lower sec 

tion to hold or ̀ retain the swab 43 in it. I 
15 find _it convenient to hold the swab 43 in the 

Asection 40 by means yof a. screw 45 screw. 
threaded inthe main part 18 ot'lthe‘cap to 
extend through the _section 40 so that 'it 'pro- 

_ 45 _is turned until its inner end is .withdrawn 
from 'within the section 40._ T he magazine 
16 is provided _with a middle section ‘46'toï 
carry the _timber 44. ‘ The section 46 isa 
'conlparativelylong section of casing, or the 
like, in that the'tlmber is' usually 4compara 
tively long. The section' 46 is connected with 
theJ upper end-of the section 40 by a suitable 
coupling 47. As a means for-holding-orjre~ 
taining the ti_mberi_44_ inthe. section 46-»I ar 

a _range a screw 48 in the 'coupling 46 so that 
it can be extended into the magazin@ struc 

_ ture under the timber;l 'The screw 48,'like 
_ the _screw 45, may> b_e ¿retracted _'to- release the 
'timberil Y. '» ' -_ " 

_ The upper swab 4_2_"is 'carried in a section 
" 50 mounted on the upper end lof the *section 
46 by a suitable coupling 51,- 4The Section 

_ 50, like theother5 sections of the magazine, 
may be formed of-a section of casing and 
`may be off a diameter _or'size .to properly 
carry-_the swab 42.' A screw 52 is' carried 
by the'coupling`51 so that it'` extends into 

_ t e magazine' in _a manner to? hold -o'r retain 
the swab 42 in the section 50. "In the present' 

'with an'l ey'e4 54 to receiiual a _suitable 'bail 55, 
lao' Vandlh'as a"downwa_rd1y ‘facing 'shoulder À56l 

_' which can be engaged b an elevator, orthe 
'i ' "like, arranged around >t e section 50 ¿if 'it is' 

for »the magazine 16, it may _be made' or built 
-up toaccol'nmodate any number or' arrange? 
lment ,ofobjects that-may require _insertion 
int-o_the casing` 10. _For_'1nstance, the maga~ 
zine may be extended by addingsect'ions to 
it and may be reduped by taking sections 

\from it." In practice, if itis. desired tuin-_' 
_~ _ f sert Y» only aï~sing1e 'swab' intothe casin the» 
'35 fseetions 46 and A50 may be removed an the 

,into thc device through openings 59> and ~60 

jects into the section under the swab. lVhen \ 
1t is desn‘ed to release `the swab the screw? 

_ïin'to' the casing 10. It> .willbe obvious how 
‘î'the' valves '6_8 and 69 'likewise ‘provide con. 

Y the magazine, as 'desire ' 

With the general arrangement and " form ' 
'of construction which I have just described' 

cap` 53 applied directly to the upper end of 
the section 40. `In practice, however, _it is 
desirable to construct the device ̀ for one par 
ticular class of workand to make the maga- _ _ 
zine structure more or less permanent. ' 7U. 
`In the' particular form' of the‘invention, 

illustrated in the drawings, there »are two 
pipe lines 57 and 58 which are connected 

provided in the >main'part o_f the cap. The 
supply lines 57 and 58 are provided' with 
wntrol valves 61 and-62, respectively.  _ 
The means 17, which 'I have herein. Set ‘ 

forth for ejecting or discharging objects ' 
-from the magazine _16, is-_a fluid pressure 80 
means, andincludes Val pipe connection be_> s 
tween' the supply pipe 57 andthe uppervpart ' 
ot‘ each 'of the sections of the'maga'zine. In 
accordance with the preferred arrangement 
the fluid pressure means includes a main pipe 86 

_ 66v which has connection with the supply pipe v _ 
'57,' and-pipes-64, 65: and 66 which connect 
the pipe 63 with .the 'sections 40, 46 and 50, 
respectively. Means are provided „for con 
trolling 4the4 flow from the supply pipe 457' _'_90 
Vto the sections of the magazine, and, 1n the - 
present case, includes valves' 67, _68 and 69, 
arranged' in the pipes 64,65 and 66, res ec-4 
tiyely». as I have clearly illustrated in ig. 
1.l _lVhen thevalve 67 is open -fiuid pressure 
is, transmitted from the _supplyv pipe 57 
through the pipes 63 and 64 into the upper 

95 

vpart of'the section 40’so that it -will force 
the swab Llß-do'wnwardly in the‘ section and 

trol means wherebyïiluid pressure from the _1' ' 
pipe 5@ may be admitted into the sections 46 

.A and 50- above the _timber and 4swab so that: ‘ 
the timber and swab ma' be-_discharged vfrom 

d’. It is to be under' 
stood, of course, thatv .when the control 
valves are open to discharge the objects from 
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«the magazine that t-he retaining screws are 
manipulated to 'release l' the objects. _ 

I'n applying thedevice to a casing and __ 
'coupling the cap 12‘is yarranged on' thecon 
pling so thatits'ílange part 1_9 extends overl 
the coupling, `while _the lower p_ortlon 41 of 
the magazine section 4_0 extends into the cou 

means 15 is then operated' to actuate _the 
packing either by bringing a'n elevator, "_ or 
the like, up under the ring structure formed 
by the yoke .and gate tol force _the plungers 
34'~ upwardly,_or b'y .driving the wedges 39 
in 'the openings 38. The packing is sent in - 
the actuated positionby the-presence of the 

and coupling Huid can be admitted into the f 
casing as desired from-thesupply pipes ‘57 _ i Y. 

_and 458 through the control valves 61 and 62. 13o __ 
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_-npling."_ The yokeL20 isthen swung into osl- _ ' 
_tion where it _embraces the casing an the 

„gate 21 is' closed. The pack1ng__actuat1ng 

12o V 

125' 
`wedges 39 in the openings 38. _lVhen thev - 
devicefhast-husbeen mounted on the casmg _ __ __ _ 



Further, thelswabs and timber carried by 
the _magazine can be ejected from the inaga_ 
zinel into the casing: ‘.'vlien desired by suit 
able manipulation of _the controlya'lves 67, 
68 and 69, and can, of course, be _thus ejected 
from the magazine into Vt-'lie,"c:isiiig. 10 with 
out' 'removing' the device and without inany 

i ;way interferingr with circulation in vthe 

ii 
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easing. Toreniove the device it is merely 
.necessary to release. thel latch lsol that. the 
gate i'vill‘open'and tliensiving the yoke an'ay 
from the casing so that it will clear the cou 

_pling‘wlien the device is removed. The de 
vice A»may be handled in any suit-able manner, _ 
for instance. by means of an elevator 
arranged under ’the ring structure formedl 
by the yoke and gate-or under the' cap 53. 
Having described only a typical preferred 

forin of my invention l do not-irish to limit 
myself to the specific details hereinabove set 
forth'. but wish to 4reserve to myself. any 
changes orvariations that may appear to 

« those _skilled in' the art or fall within the 
scope-of ythe following claims; yfurther, I 
Awish to lhave 4the various phases of my in 
vention considered broadly and without 
specific reference to unrelated details that 
I may .have set .forth and without'specific 

> reference together phases which are inde 
endent, for-example, various phases of my 

`  .invention relating to the magazine areto be 
. considered generally with relation to the ' 
strueture'which engages under the coupling 
and are notv to be considered» limited in any 

' _sense to any 'specific forni or ty ̀ e of such 
structure that I may have set fort and may 

i >have Vclaimed e specifically as another feature 

50 

. pling-` y said structure. 

i nation-'mth' a casing having a coupling ony 

of vmy invention. 
' Having describeda preferred form of my' 
invention, I claim: 

1. A device adapted to be used in combiA 
nation with a casing having a coupling onl 
`its vend embodying, a cap adapted. to be 
arranged in connection with the coupling, 
afstructrure'adapted. to be arranged around 
the casing under the coupling ̀ and including Y 
a yoke and a gate for closing the yoke, and 
a pair of hinged arms connecting the yoke 
’with the cap so that th^e cap is held ̀ in con 
nection with the coupling by said-structure. 

2. A device adapted to be used in'combi 
nation _with a caslng having a coupling on 
its en_d embodying," a cap adapted' ¿to be< 
_arranged in connection with the coupling, a 

. vstructure adapted to be arrangedaround the 
casing under the con ling and includin a 
_yoke 4and a gatev for e osingthe yoke, an a 
pair of _arms rigidly connected with theyoke 
and'movably connected With the cap so that 
the ea is held in_connection withthe .cou 

l 3. A device adapted _to be used in combi 

its end embodying, Aa. cap _adapted to be 
f. 

casing under the coup ing. 

`1,662,531 1 

arranged in connection withlthe coupling, a 
structure adapted to he arranged around the 
easing'under the coupling and including a 
_yoke and a gate fory closing the yoke, and a 
p_air of arms rigidly connected with the yoke 
and pivotally connected with the cap so that 
the cap Ais held in connection with the cou 
pling by said structure. ‘ 

4. A device adapted to,be used in combi'-4 
nalion with a casing' haring a coupling on 
its end embodying. al cap' 'adapted lo be 
.arranged in connection with _the coupling, 
a. struct-ure adapted to be >arranged around 
the easing under the. coupling and including 
a yoke. and a gate- for closing tlie'yokc, and 
a.v pair ot' arms lrigidly _connected with the 
yoke. and pivotally connected with the cap 
about an axis substantially diamctrical ot'> 
the. device so that tl‘ie cap is held 1n connec 
>tion with the coupling by said structure.> 

5.' A device adapted 'to be _used vin combi 
nation with a .casing having a coupling on 

65 
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its end embodying, a cap adapted to be'. 
arranged in connection with the coupling, a 
structure adapted tolbeyirran'ged‘ around the 

a pair of arms 
arrangedat opposite sides of the device and 
being' connected with` said structure and 

' being pivotally connected with the cap about 
an axis substantially diainetrical of the de 
v_ice.j .. ' - . 

6. A device adapted-to be used in combi 
nation with a‘ casinghaving a coupling on 
its end embodyin,__„<r,> a cap' adapted to bel 
arranged in connection with the coupling, 
a structure to be arranged around the casing 
under the coupling and including` a yoke, 

' agate pivotally connected with one side of_ 
the yoke, and' a spring latch device lfor -con 
necting the gate with the other side ofthe 
yoke so that it closes theyoke, a pair of arms 
connected with the yoke and pivotally con 

~. nected with the cap so that the cap is lield in 
connection with the coupling by said struc 
ture.l « .  . 

7'. A dev_ieea'dapted to be used in combi 
nation Withal casing havin" a coupling on 
its end embodying, a cap adapted to-be ar 
rangedV in connection. with. 'the coupling, 
means for packing the cap and coupling to 
gether, a structure adapted to be arranged 
_around vtheïcasing iinder.- the coupling and 
having connection with the-cap. so that it 
holds 1t> on__;thfe coupling',.and Ameans for ac 
tuating'ïthe >.packing including' a part project 
ing from the said structure." ' 
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8. A device adapfed'to be usedfin coinbi- v 
nation with` a‘casing‘havin a coupling on 
its end embodying, a vcap a apted to~ be‘ ar-v 
_ranged in connectionl with the coupling,A 

‘125 means_for packingjthe cap and coupling to~ 
gether, ~a structure adapted lto be arranged 
around the casing 4_under the couplin and 

u. 

having iconnection with thel cap.v so t~_ at itl'L 
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' holds it on'th'e couplingjand meansv for ac 
_tuating the packing including a part'project-~ v 

 ing downwardly .from the said structure. 
` 9. ‘A device 'adapted to be used in combi 
nation with a' casingihavin ~a coupling .on 
its end embodying, a‘ cap a apted to be ar 

 ranged in connection .withÀ the coupling, 
~ . means for _packing the cap and coupling to 

'- 10 
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gethJer, a structure adapted to be arranged~ 
around the casing -under the coupling land 
havin connection with the cap so that it 
holds it on the coupling, and means for actu 
ating theV packing including a- plunger car 
ried by said 'structurev so that it willactuate 
the acking-_upon being moved upwardly 
and has a part projecting downwardly from 
said structure. , . n ' ' ‘~ 

~ f 10. A device adapted to be used in combi 
nation with a casing having a coupling on 
its end embodying, a cap adapted to bc 
arranged in connection with the coupling, 

A“means for packing the, cap and coupling to~ 
gether, a structure adapted to> be arranged 
aroundjthecasing under the :coupling and 
having connection with .the cap so that it 
holdsit 'on the coupling, Aand _fmeans for ac 
jtuating the packing. vincludingfarpart pro 
ìecting from said structure to>` be engaged 
yan elevator orthe -like brought Vinto'en 
gagement with the structure, and means for 

‘ setting the packing inV an Yactuated position. 

35 
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11. A'device adapted to be used in com~ 
'bination with a casing having a coupling on 
its end embodying; a cap adapted to be ar 
ranged in connection vwith the, coupling, 
means v>for packing.. the cap and îcoupling 
together, a structure adaptedto be arranged 
around the casing under the' coupling and' 
havin connection with the'cap so that it 
holds it onthe coupling, and means forvac 
tuatingthe packing includiii afpart pro 
jecting Íromfsaidzstructure engaged by 
anelevator 'or-the like brought into engage- ’ 
ment with the structurez and` means in con 
nection Swith thev packing, andV actuating 
means for adjusting the’amount the pack 

. >in'gis actuated'upon actuation of the actu 
."atmg ~ _ A 

` >-12._ A device adapted to beused in connec# 
means; 

tion with'the. casing having». coupling on 
its end embodying2 a cap -a 
r in connection 
structure ada ted to be assembled around 
the casing >im er the coupling and connected 

_apted to bejarf. 
with the coupling, a» 

with the cap to holdit on-the coupling, and 
a magazine carried by the cap so that it ex 
tends freely> into the coupling, the' magazine 
being‘adapted to carry an object. so that it 
can be released therefrom into Vthe casing. ‘ 

13. A device adaptedto be _used in combi 
nation with a casing having a coupling. on 
`its end embodying, a cap having a main part 
and a flan e part adapted to be arranged over 
the upper e d of the coupling, and there being 
a recess in the lower portion of the flange part, 
packing carried in the recess, a 'structure 
adapted to embrace the casing below the cou~ 
pling including a yoke, a gate pivotally con 
nected to one side of the yoke, and a spring 
latch for releasably connecting the gate with 
the other side of the yoke to close the yoke, 
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operating means for the packing including a - 
plunger carried byA said structure so that it ' 
`has a part projecting downwardly- there 
from to be engaged by an elevator or the like, 
wedge 'means for> actuating and holding the 
plunger, a pair of arms rigidly connected 
with _the >side parts of- the yoke Íand pivot 
ally connectedA with ‘the cap about an axis 
substantially diametrical of the cap, ~a mag 
azine in connection with the capîincluding a 
lower section carriedA concentrically by the 
«'main portion of ‘the cap so that ,it extends 
freely intol the coupling, and a plurality of 
other sections arranged end to e'nd above the 
lower section, a cap closing the upper end 
of the uppermost »section lof the magazine, 
means in connection with‘each of the sec` 
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vtions of the .magazine for releasably holding ’ 
an object in it, a supply pipe vconnected into 
the cap, and pipe connections between the 
supply pipe and the sections of the magazine 
whereby pressure can be delivered to the sec 
tions to discharge objects from them into the 
casing. '. 1   'e 

14. A device to be used in combination 
with a casing having a coupling on its end 
and an elevator associated with the casing, 
a cap adapted to close the coupling, packing 
carried by said cap, and means _operatively 
connectin said elevator and said packing 
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whereby-t e raising of said elevator is adapt- . 
ved to make a tight connection between said 
cap and said coupling. '  . 
.In , 'tness that -I claimv thef‘oregomg I 

have hereunto subscribed my name this 30th, 
day of March v1923. ' _A v _ 

. ' '_ LELAND S. R. 
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